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2 Mozi
During the Spring and Autumn and Warring States Periods, because of the
ceaseless development of the art of forging iron and the broad utilization of
iron tools, agriculture, handicrafts and trade rapidly developed. According to
what written records and underground discoveries made through archeology
tell us, in the Spring and Autumn and Warring States Periods, iron implements
had already gradually replaced the crude tools of production from earlier ages,
and were broadly utilized in agricultural production; this accelerated
development in agricultural production. The universal utilization of iron
agricultural implements made it possible for the plowing of fields to be
undertaken across large areas, and also created the necessary conditions for
building irrigation works on a large scale. The spread of the use of iron
agricultural implements and the building of irrigation works also provided
rather fine production conditions for self-employment in agriculture,
promoting ceaseless improvement in the techniques of agricultural production.
The gradual spread of cultivation by ox plow caused farming techniques to
make striking advances, and meticulous techniques for Òdeep plowing and easy
weedingÓ step by step became realized. And the widespread popularization of
iron implements for use in handicraft labor provided sharp and effective tools,
so handicraft production in each state and region manifested striking progress.
The rapid development and ceaseless social division of labor in agriculture
and handicrafts directly brought about unprecedented stimulation in trade and
the exchange of currency, and also caused the enlargement of the scale of cities
on an almost daily basis. The capital cities of each state such as Linzi, Handan,
Luoyang and the like gradually formed commercial centers. The monopoly
enjoyed since the Western Zhou of Òofficials being used to feed labor and
tradeÓ had been destroyed, and a class of merchants engaging in trade activities
gradually developed and expanded, producing such famous merchants as Xian
Gao and Fan Li.
Following the development of production forces and improvements in the
tools of production, uncultivated land, as apart from government owned land,
became exploited on a large scale, so the scope of privately owned fields
increased without ceasing. This led to the unending development of the system
of private ownership of land, and the well system started to fragment and get
worse day by day; what replaced it was the aid system which was more suited
to the development of the forces of production. The small production unit of
one family and one household was far superior to the collective labor of the
slave system, which promoted development along the lines of small
agricultural production units.
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